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Abstract
' THE DEIVOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HOviICIDE VICTIMS
IN RIVERSIDE COUNTY BETWEEN 1975 AND 1979
by Audrey Pamela Kyte-Griffith

This study focuses on the dynamics of victimization.

It looks at the encounter between criminal and victim in an
opposite direction from what is customary, dealing not with
the perpetrator but the victim.
The victims studied in this research were 295 people
who were the subjects of homicidal assaults in Riverside
County between January, 1975 and December, 1979.

The

details of their deaths were gathered from records in the
Coroner's office at Riverside, and 29 variables were
selected for analysis.
The subjects included 231 males and 63 females, 228
of whom were Caucasians, 38 Blacks, 24 Mexicans, 4 American
Indians, l Oriental, and one who could not be identified at
all.

The homicide rate over the five year period was 56

victims per 100,000 residents in the County, higher than
the national average.
zip

Use was made in this study of 119

code areas, which were important to this study, 38 of

which identify the places where the . homicide victims'

bodies were found, and 82 of which gave the general
location of their residences prior to their death.

Not

all of the victims were residents of Riverside County.
Some were residents of Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino,
Ventura and other counties outside of Southern California.
Hom i c i des took p lace more in the p • m. hour s than in
the a.m. hours.

A disproportionate number of victims were

killed during the weekends.

The gun was the most common

weapon used in this act, with the knife second.

Also, some

type of drugs were found in almost half of the victims'
bodies • .
The major demographic characteristics covered in
this study to give a detailed understanding are age, sex,
marital status, ethnicity and occupation.

Three groups,

Caucasians, Blacks and American Indians were overrepresented as homicide victims when compared with their
proportions in the general population.

Blacks outnumbered

all other ethnicity by a ratio of almost 3 to 1.
parts of the city were also overrepresented as
homicidal attacks.

Certain

locations of

The finding of this study are not much

different from other studies on homicide victims in terms
of circumstantial and demographic characteristics.

The

results reflect the diversity of the Riverside population.
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CHAPTER l
INTRODUCTION
Homicide has been a fact of social life since the
beginning of recorded history.

Early in the biblical

record Cain murdered his brother Abel, and since their day
men great and small have chosen various kinds of inhumanity
to achieve their wants.
Today, acts of homicide have become almost commonplace in American life.

Every day on the radio and tele-

vision and in the newspaper we hear about people dying at
the hands of others, and popular fiction often begins with
"wh o d u n i t. "

I t i s a 1mo s t imp o s s i b 1e t o i g n o r e t h i s a s p e c t

of American life.

As a nation we are both fascinated and

terror-stricken by such violence.
Homicide is not an individual concern, but a complex
social problem involving all citizens.

People are affected

not only when tragedy strikes them directly, but also when
they hear about others who suffer violent deaths.

The

search for solutions to this social problem has engaged the
attention of psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists,
law-makers and many other common citizens.

Psychologists

look for explanations in the personality traits or enviromental circumstances of those who commit murder.
1

Sociol-

2

ogists look for answers by investigating group values,
ideologies and attitudes by compiling data on the incidence
of homicides.

Anthropologists examine cultural traditions

in different societies.

As Lester and Lester wrote:

Murder in one society may be tolerated or
even approved under certain conditions,
whereas other cultures or subcultures may have
quite different opinions, and, therefore quite
different patterns of murder. A lower-class
American youth who kills in a gang fight may not
be rebelling and/or acting out conflicts with
his parents; he may instead be behaving as a
proper citizen of his gang society (Lester and
Lester, 1975:7).
By any set of standards, homicide is one of the
most violent, anti-social and aggressive acts any human
being can commit against another.
beyond

Because no one is

becoming a homicide victim, many societies have

strict laws against the indiscriminate taking of another's
life.

They usually spell out the circumstances which are

considered lawful, as when a law officer kills someone to
protect others or himself or a soldier kills in battle.
Homicide breaks all moral and religious codes, because it
is by definition not sanctioned.

It seems to demoralize or

impede a society's morals when the murder rate constantly
rises.

The internal equilibrium of communities is

affected, for security of the individual is a fundamental
need.

Unrestricted violence threatens the community and

the nation.

The death of an active member of society

usually has adverse effects on many other people, such as

3

members of his family.

Homicide seems to be on the

increase in America, despite extensive research and tremendous monetary and manpower support for law-enforcement
and correctional facilities as well as legislation aimed at
curbing the practice.

THE TREND
In the United States,

it is estimated that every

year for the last ten years there were over 20,000
homicide victims.

This is at a rate of one individual

being murdered every 27 minutes (U.S. Department of
Justice, 1980:6).

This is the present-day picture, which

differs markedly from two to three decades ago, when those
mu r d e r e d numb e r e d ab o u t 8 , 0 0 0 •

" I n l 9 7 8 , t h e r e wa s an

average of 9 murder victims for every 100,000 inhabitants
in the Nat i on • . • • Nat i on a l l y,

the number of murder s

i n c r e a s e d 2 p e r c e n t fr om 1 9 7 7 t o l 9 7 8 • " ( U• S • Depa r t men t
o f J u s t i c e , 19 8 0 : 8 ) •

Ac c o r d i n g t o Don a l d T • Lund e , "We a r e

now experiencing a murder epidemic that is breaking all
previous records.

More Americans were murdered from 1970

through 1974 than were killed during the entire Vietnam
wa r " ( L u n d e , 19 7 6 : 1 ) •
New York which is called the proverbial jungle has
the most homicides in America, and it is followed closely
by Los Angeles.

According to a local television report,

in 1979 there were over 2,500 homicide victims in New York,
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while in Los Angeles there were over 2,000.
Yet the incidence of homicide varies throughout a
given city, for example,

in Los Angeles, neighborhoods

like north and west San Fernando Valley can be counted as
somewhat peaceful, with a murder rate of about one or two
dozen per 100,000 inhabitants.

In the central and south-

central areas of Los Angeles, however,

in 1980 the murder

rate rose as high as 159 per 100,000 inhabitants.
Statistics for suburban counties and towns also
reflect an increase in the homicide rate.

They are no

longer the domain of safety they were thought to be only
two decades ago, when many people decided to seek them as
a haven from the crimes of the cities.

STATa~ENT

OF THE PROBLEM

Within the last decade interest has shifted from
the criminals to the victims of crime.

This interest

includes, but is not limited to, homicide victims.

They

have always been neglected or given limited coverage, not
only by the media but also by policy makers and social
scientists.

The limelight is still given to the murderers,

because they can be interviewed by law enforcement agents,
social scientists,

researchers and the media.

They are in

prime focus to bear the brunt of society's outrage.

5

The earliest coverage given to crime victims was in
the published works of Hans von Hentig, Benjamin Mandelsohn
( wh o co i n e d t he t e rm "v i c t i mo l o g y " ) , and E l l en be r g •

Han s

von Hentig's paper was entitled "Remarks on the Interaction
of Perpetrator and Victim" (1940) and his book, was The
Criminal and His Victim (1948).
Viano, 1973:83).

(See Drapkin, I. and E.

Marvin E. Wolfgang published his research

on homicide victims in 1958 • . Since that time homicide
victims were given only sympathy and limited media coverage
until a recent resurge of interest which was sparked by the
Sep t e mb e r , l 9 7 3 , s ymp o s i um on v i c t i mo l o g y he l d i n J e r u s a 1em
and by the 1975 International Institute on Victimology in
Bellago, Italy (Drapkin, et al. 1973:84).

This new

interest is also due to the frightening escalation in the
incidence of homicide.

In an effort to deal with this

escalation, all concerned are giving some attention to
those victimized.
Because of the relatively recent interest in the
victims of homicide, the empirical validity of researches
on the subject is somewhat limited.

This study seeks to

add to the findings concerning victimology through a detailed study of the permanently filed records of the Riverside County Coroner's office on the victims of homicide.

6

OBJECTIVE OF THIS STUDY

The purpose of this study is to describe the demographic characteristics of homicide victims in Riverside
County over the five year period between January, 1975, and
December, 1979.

It is also the purpose of this study to

examine the circumstances under which the victims were
killed.

Thus, this study seeks to answer the following

specific questions:
Demographics Of Victims
1. What are the demographic characteristics,

i.e.

age, sex, ethnicity, marital status, and occupation of
the homicide victims in Riverside County?
2. What is the geographical distribution of homicide
in Riverside County?

Circumstances Of Homicide
1. What percentage of the Riverside County
homicides are attributed to a given mode of death?
2. When and where were the homicide victims discovered (day, time and location)?
3. Were other life endangering substances (i.e.
alcohol/drugs) found in the victims?

7
SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS STUDY

The significance of this study may be highlighted on
two accounts; its timeliness and its potential contribution
to crime prevention.
In the past, much of the criminological researchers
were one-sided, focusing mainly upon criminals rather than
on their victims.

The study of crime from the viewpoint of

the victims is a relatively recent development, and crime
victims have received little attention and protection.

Now

the American public is demanding that more attention be
given to the rights of victims.

For instance, the Victims'

Bill of Rights in California is a manifestation of such a
prevailing public sentiment.

(See Appendix D).

Thus, a

victimological study such as this is intended to enhance
the public understanding of crime victims.
Se6ondly, the study of crime from the viewpoint of
prevention is valuable, because a better understanding of
potential crime victims and their circumstances may enable
policy-makers to reduce the incidence of crime.

Crime

prevention is the best protection a government can provide
for its citizens.

Crime fighting is costly in terms of

human lives, property, manpower and money.
It is hoped that the new information resulting from
this study may provide insight into the dimensions of this
new subfield, victimology.

8

SCOPE OF THIS STUDY

This study is limited to records in the Coroner's
Off ice of Riverside County which were accessible for
investigation.

The portion extracted for this purpose was

d a t e d f r om J an u a r y , 1 9 7 5 t o Dec e mb e r , l 9 7 9 •

Th i s s t u d y

deals solely with the description of homicide victims in
terms of their demographic characteristics,

the physical

circumstances of the events surrounding their deaths, and
other related aspects, within that five year period.

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS

Not every act of killing is categorized legally as
murder.

Some killings like manslaughter and self-protec-

tion, are considered accidental and legally justifiable.
However,

"Every murder is a homicide."
One of the definitions used for homicide is

applicable here.

For the purpose of this study murder/

homicide is defined as:
Willful, deliberate and premeditated killing of a
human being, feloniously and maliciously •.•• It is
also defined as the killing of one person by another
which is not accidental and not in the cause of
socially prescribed duty (Palmer, 1960:80).
Murder-suicide is defined as follows:
This self-explanatory pattern of criminal homic i de i s on e i n wh i c h t h e k i 1 1e r k i 1 l s h i ms e 1 f s h o r t l y
after the fatal assault on his victim. These are
often "compact" killings in which a husband and wife,

9

boyfriend or girlfriend, or parent and child agree
that both should die and one takes the responsibility
for killing the other and then himself (Kessler and
Weston, 1961:274).
A homicide victim is silenced by death at the hands
of another.

The death may result from an altercation such

as a quarrel that leads to a fight which results in someone
being shot (gunshot), or to strangulation, stabbing or
poisoning.

The commission of the homicide may be an

unintentional act, resulting from an accidental shooting
or fight, or it may be a knowing act, premeditated act by
someone whose intention is to kill.

CHAPTER I I

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter reviews the literature on victimology,
with special emphasis on homicide victims.

Most of the

studies have yielded a significant consistency in their
findings.

SEX OF VICTIMS
On the basis of their findings, Donald T. Lunde and
Marvin Wolfgang both concluded that "men are the victims of
murder over three times as often as women" (Lunde, 1976:10).
MacDonald observed that, "a great majority of female
victims are slain by men" (MacDonald, 1961:74).

Thus, one

might say that the practice of homicide is dominated by
males, not only as victims but also as murderers.

As

stated by J. L. Barkas, "In 1975, three out of four murder
v i c t i ms we r e ma 1e s " ( Ba r k a s , 19 7 8 : 5 9 ) •

Th u s , t h e ma l e

segment of our society accounts for a high percentage of
the homicide victims in any given year.

Perhaps this has

to do with the pressures that society or peers put on men,
who in turn tend to socialize more outdoors and are
con~erned

with their pride and honor.
10

This seems to
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manifest itself in gang membership, where alcohol and other
drug abuse are prevalent, along with other forms of antisocial behavior.

WEAPONS USED
0 f a l l the weapons used in comm i t t i n g mu r de r s , f i r e arms are at the top of the scale.

"About two-thirds of

American deaths from homicide are due to the use of firearms" (Dublin and Bunzel in Wolfgang, 1958:92J.

Lunde

added figures on other weapons:
Shooting, primarily with handguns, account for about
two-thirds of all murders in the U.S. Knives account
for about 19 percent; assault (beating, strangulation),
accounts for about 8 percent; and the final 7 percent
involve poisoning~ burning, asphyxiation with gas, or·
throwing the victims out a high window (Lunde, 1976:6).
Barkas compared the figures on assaults and completed homicides:
In 1975, 66 percent of all American homicide victims
were killed with a gun, but only 25 percent of all
a s s a u 1 t v i c t i ms d i e d fr om bu l l e t s [ s i c J• Con v e r s e l y , 9
percent of all murders were committed with hand and
feet, but 26 percent of all ~~saults were accomplished
w i th these "per son a l we a p.o n s ,,1 (Bark as , l 9 7 8: 7 l , 7 2 ).
The use of a gun often results in the death of
persons to whom the killer did not intend to do harm.
This could include a member of the gun-wielders family, any

lpersonal Weapons: Feet, hand, head and fist (any
part of the human body used to kill another).
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of his loved ones or acquaintances, or even himself.

There

have been occasions when the killer intended also to die
by his own gun.

"Death by shooting was markedly common

among the victims of murder-suicide" (West, 1966:31).

AGE OF VICTIMS
Some age groups, especially young adults seem to be
more vulnerable to murder than others.

According to

Barkas, the average age of "both victims and offenders is
said to be between eighteen and twenty-five" (Barkas,
1978:72).

She adds that the largest concentration of

homicide victims is in the 16-to 30-year-old range-the
prime years" (Barkas, 1978:59).

Children "under the age

of one year are murdered much more of ten than older
children.

Like nonwhite adults, nonwhite children are

murdered more frequently than whites ••.. " (Lester and
Lester, 1975:15).
Wolfgang, Lester and MacDonald agreed on the general
age bracket of individuals whom they researched as homicide
victims.

In terms of the relationship between murderers

and victims, Wolfgang in one of his early victim studies,
states, "Victims are generally older than their offenders,
the median age of the former being 35.l years and the
l a t t e r 3 1 . 9 ye a r s " (W o l f g a n g , 19 5 8 : 1 9 ) .

The yo u n g wh o k i l 1

may be categorized as unproductive members of society,
because of their being school drop-outs, or unemployed

13
a f t er hi g h sch o o 1 .

Thus , in order for th em to v en t the i r

anger against society they rebel in various forms.

One of

those forms may be to commit murder.

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
According to many researchers, certain kinds of
locations have a higher incidence of homicide than others.
As explained by MacDonald:
Murder is most likely to occur in the central
business area of the city, the low grade residential
areas (especially Negro mass) immediately surrounding
the business district, and in the areas of residence
around heavy industrial areas.
It occurs most commonly
in private homes (for Negroes), on public streets (for
whites) and in places of commercial recreation · where
alcohol drinks are available, such as cafes, pool
halls, dance halls, juke joints, etc. (MacDonald, 1961:
12 ) •

Gibbons suggested that violence was more prevalent
in the inner city neighborhoods because of the subcultures
found there.

He said:

The subculture of violence, made up of groups quick
to utilize force in interpersonal relations, appears to
be centralized in those urban slum areas •.• as places
where homicide rates are high. Frequently, those
neighborhoods are populated by lower income Negroes
(Gibbons, 1973:354).
Of course, homicides can happen any where.

Barkas

reported that "a person is more likely to be a homicide
victim in an American city with a population of over
250,000 persons" (Barkas, 1978:58).

14
TIME OF MLRDER
There are certain times when a greater number of
individuals are murdered than at other times.

Lunde

reported:
Murder is much more common on weekends than during
the week, more common at night than by day, and more
frequent on or around holidays than during other times
of the year .••• About two-thirds of the killings
o c cu r r e d be twee n 8 : 0 0 p • m. an d 2 : 0 0 a • m. ( Lu n de , l 9 7 6 :
6).

More specifics were given in this account by
MacDonald:
The incidence of homicide reaches its peak on
weekend and at nights. Of the 500 homicides in Frank
Harlan's study, 123(24.6%) occur on Saturdays and
136(27.2%) on Sundays.
No other day of the week shows
such concentration, the range for the remaining days
of the week being from 44(8.8%) on Mondays to 56(11.2%)
on Fridays. Most of the murders occur during the night
hours; thus 53.4% take place between the hours of
8 p.m. and 2 a.m. 25% of the murders are perpetrated
between 6 p.m. Saturday and 6 a.m. Sunday morning,
making this the most lethal 12 hour period during the
week (MacDonald, 1961:9).
The reasons may be that weekends and holidays are
associated with increased interaction for almost all people
"For the most part homicide occurs during leisure time and
is frequently associated with recreational pursuits"
(MacDonald, 1961:10).

Leisure time and socializing may

provide the occasion for open discussions.

These may lead

to angry provocations and followed by altercations, with
deadly results.

"Homicides and physical assaults basically

manifest the kind of aggressive criminal profiles.

They
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occur most commonly between 5:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m."
(Barkas, 1978:72).·
During the year a high percentage of homicide takes
place in the warm season.

According to Lunde,

"more

murders occur in the sunmer months, with the highest number
in September" (Lunde, 1976:26).

Reckless expanded somewhat

on this finding by concluding in his study that "the
frequency of murder was highest during the period of August
through December, with August and September representing
t he h i g h mo n t h s of the ye a r • • • • " (Reck l e s s , 1 9 7 3 : 2 3 ) .
Also some suspect that a high number of homicides take
place during the yearly holiday celebrations, especially
at holiday season such as Christmas.

11

It is possible that

the long holiday season with closer family relations during
the Christmas season may account for the greater number in
December" (Lunde, 1976:26).
MacDonald agreed with Lunde on the surrmer increase:
Sunmer is the time of leisure, mischief and
socialization for many, and homicide is generally
committed against persons with whom one has personal
feelings - friends, family members, lovers, acquaint a n c e s , comp an i o n s i n r e c r e a t i on e t c . , and t h e
opportunities for personal contacts are much greater
during leisure time (MacDonald, 1961:10).
If the above findings are true, many individuals who
fell prey were not only caught unawares, but maybe doubted
that their attackers would have completed the act.

This

can be because of the close relationship they and the
attackers shared.

16

OFFENDER AND VICTIM RELATIONSHIP
In the homicidal encounter not only are strangers
involved, but friends and relatives may participate too.
The fact that homicide occurs within the family unit is
disturbing.

Kutash showed the result in his 1975 finding

that in "murders involving husband and wife, the wife was
the victim in 52 percent of the incidences and the husband
in the remaining 48 percent" (Kutash and Schlisinger, 1978:
123).

MacDonald concurred by stating: "The victims are

almost invariably members of the slayer's family" (MacDonald, 1961:78).
A significant finding in one of Wolfgang's studies
reported by MacDonald is "that 500 (65 percent) of the
victims were relatives, close friends,

paramours or

homosexual partners of the particular offender, while only
12 percent of the victims were strangers" (MacDonald,
1961:64).

West continued to show that the majority of

murder-suicide cases consisted of the killing of a spouse
or 1over •

0 f the 2 6 vi ct i ms , 10 were wives k i 1 led by

husbands, 6 were women killed by their lovers and one was
a husband killed by his wife, and one a lover killed by
his mistress.

(West, 1966:11).

Other researchers show unanimity in their findings
on the perpetrator-and-victim relationship.
found that:

Karl Schanborn
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Three-fourths of all homicide victims are either
intimates or friends and acquaintances of the
offender. The great risk of being murdered comes not
from strangers in dark alleys but from family intimates
or friends in one's home (Schanborn, 1976:21).
family

According to the media reports,

it can be taken for

granted that many homicide victims are not only caught
unawares, but that the act is completely unexpected,
although both the victim and the perpetrator are acquainted in some cases.

This tends to happen at times when

friends or relatives are embroiled in an argument.
Instead of a peaceful settlement, one of them strikes out,
putting an end to the other's life intentionally or unintentionally.

In this regard, Lunde has made a useful

distinction through the following figures.
Less than 30 percent of all murder victims are
strangers to the killer.
Slightly more than 30 percent
are family members or lovers.
In the remaining cases,
the victim is a friend, neighbor or casual acquaintance. About one-fourth of all murders occur within the
f am i l y •
Ha l f o f t he s e i n v o l v e t he w i f e k i I l i n g the
husband or vice versa, the other half involve parents
and children or other close relatives.
In such
killings between spouses or lovers, women are more
l i k e 1y to be k i l led by men (Lunde, l 9 7 6 : 2 3 1 ) •
A sad aspect in this crime is that "almost all of
t he i n f an t s t ha t a r e k i l l e d a r e k i l 1e d by t he i r mo t he r s "
(Lunde, 1976:5).

ALCOHOL
Alcohol acts as a stimulant for many irrational
kinds of behavior, and the act of homicide is no exception.
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As shown in investigations by MacDonald, "Either or both
the victim and the offender have been drinking prior to the
slaying in nearly two-thirds of the cases"
further,

He noted

"Alcohol is a factor strongly related to the

violence with which an offender kills his victim" (MacDonald, 1961:19).

John Wertham supported the above statis-

tics in his finding that "it has been estimated that in
50 percent of assaults and murder alcohol played a role"

(Wertham, 1966:45).
Wolfgang, Wertham and MacDonald all agreed, but
MacDonald gave emphasis to the fact that:
Alcohol indulgence by either the victim, the
offender, or both, was much higher in weekend murders,
than in those occuring during other days in the week •••
He suggested a possible association between alcohol,
weekend slayings and the payment of wages on Fridays
(MacDonald, 1961:19).
Lunde added to the picture when he stated:
Murders in bars typically involve two people who
have been drinking together and have become progressively drunk and belligerent. Murders in other commercial establishments are most often felony murders.
Murders on stairways usually occur in apartment
buildings and often involve a conflict between two
p e op l e wh o l i v e i n t he bu i l d i n g ( Lu n d e , 19 7 6 : 9 ) .
The use of alcohol often lowers inhibitions and
lessens the judgment of people who otherwise might not have
gone so far.

SETTING
At the rate of today's incidence of homicide no
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place is safe, not even the domain, of home.

MacDonald

indicated that "More slayings occur in the home than outside the home.

Men kill and are killed most frequently in

the street, while women kill most often in the kitchen, but
are killed most often in the bedroom" (MacDonald, 1961:12).
Harlan's study cited in the works of MacDonald offer an
explanation of these findings in the following statement:
Private homes are more lethal than public places •.••
Among women the murder is far more likely to occur in
the home of the victim than in the home of the agent;
the reverse is true of men. And a much higher proportion of women are killed in the home common to the
victim and agent than is true of men (MacDonald, 1961:
12).
Our homes should be the sanctuary from any or all social
ills.

People may suppose that when the world is locked out

so are the dangers, but the irony is that the danger is
often within.

This is substantiated with the finding that:

More than 40 percent of all murders occur inside a
home, reflecting the high incidence of murder within
the family or among neighbors and friends. Within the
home, by far the most common site is the bedroom,
where almost one-fifth of all murders occur (Lunde,
1976:7, 9).
Homicides can occur in public places.

Homicides

generally occur at rooming houses, taverns or eating places
and in the open on some street nearby" (MacDonald, 1961:
13).

Patrons of these establishments, who may be unsus-

pecting newcomers to a city or state, are sometimes
victims.

This may be because they are in search of reason-

able housing.

According to Lunde, " .•. the streets provide
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the setting primarily at night, for almost one-third of all
murders.

Both killer and victim in a street slaying are

u s u a 1 l y ma 1e " ( Lund e , 1 9 7 6 : 9 ) •

STATUS
It is obvious that many individuals, whether due
to lack of education, awareness, or preparedness,

remain

oblivious to the deadly possibility of becoming a homicide
victim.

Many may think they do not fit the mold, due to

their social status or community of residence.
f a i 1 t o r ea l i z e i s t ha t mu r de r ,
happen anywhere.

What they

l i k e o t he r c r i me s , can

It is not confined to the urban neighbor-

hoods (ghettos) nor among the poor.

Homicide has also

invaded the privacy of affluent neighborhoods and individuals.

It is obvious that no one is beyond the grasp of

being victimized.

What seems evident today is stated in

"Victimology" (1973):
Persons of low prestige were most often the victims
of homicide, as is true of literate societies. Those
of medium prestige were relatively seldom homicide
v i c t i ms • Howe v e r , the r e i s a r a t he r p r on ounce d
tendency for high prestige persons to be homicide
victims (Drapkin and Viano, 1973:~4).
Barkas, however, has detected an emerging trend far
more middle class members do become victims of homicide.
She observes:
More than ever before, murderers are choosing
victims from the middle class. Not only are there
more murder victims from a broader range of social
econ om i c c las s l iv i n g in r u r a 1 , suburban , and u r ban
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communities, but there are more victims per murderer
(Barkas, 1978:60, 61).
Homicide is becoming a phenomenon affecting a wide ·
spectrum of American society.

ETHNIC BACKGROUND
Donald T. Sutherland in Galaway's Perspectives on
Crime Victims has found a somewhat consistent pattern in
the ethnicity of slayers and their victims.

He reports:

In crimes of personal violence the victim and the
offenders are generally of the same racial group and
have residence not far apart. Negroes murder Negroes,
Italians murder Italians, and Chinese murder Chinese,
but most data indicates that more whites slay Negroes
than vice versa (Galaway, 1981:131).
In a subsequent investigation, Barkas added another
aspect to the subject:
Ninety-four percent of all murders are intraracial
murders •••. Blacks in the U.S. murder far more often
than whites, and, as most of their victims are black,
the murder rate for blacks is significantly higher than
for wh i t es (Bark as, 197 8,: 5 ) •
Intraracial murders seem likely because ethnic groups are
drawn together both socially in specific neighborhoods.
This makes it easy to direct their anger towards each

o t he r •

Hen t i g ' s f i n d i n g s s h ow, " I n g e n e r a l i t ma y be

said that victims were homicidally assaulted most fre-

quently by males of their own race and least frequently
by females of another race" (Hentig, 1948:23).
Another aspect of the findings on ethnicity regards
the nonwhite and American Indian victim populations.
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Lester and Lester state that:
Nonwhites are much more likely to be murdered than
whites •••• Another highly murdered group is the
Indians. One most likely to be murdered is male nonwh i t e , n o t l i v i n g w i t h a s po u s e • Wi t h a l o o k a t t he
general population it was found that death from murder
is much more common among Indians than in the general
population of the United States (Lester and Lester,
1975:13, 15, 16).

VICTIM PRECIPITATED HavUCIDE
Sociologists have defined victim-precipitated
h om i c i des as those in wh i ch "the vi ct i m i s the f i r s t to
produce a weapon or resort to physical violence in a
conflict that leads to a killing" (Lunde, 1976:9).
Wolfgang, who coined the phrase "victim-precipitated,"
states emphatically that many victims are responsible for
their demise.

He concluded from his data that "there are

certain criminal homicides in which the victim is a direct
po s i t i v e p r e c i p i t a t o r • " (W o l f g an g , 1 9 5 8 : 7 0 ) •

Fo r t h i s

Sheidman in Allen's book Homicide: Perspectives on Prevention offers an explanation by his statement that, "The
victim--the individual,

fosters,

facilitates, or hastens

his or her death •••. The person •.. starts a fight and ends
up a victim" (Allen, 1971:42).

In the literature on

victim-precipitated homicides some reference is made to
gangland slayings that result not only in the death of
strangers or feuding rivals, but also of family members who
ma y be ca u g h t

i n t he

1i ne o f f i r e •
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Within this category too, men are depicted as outnumbering females.

Lunde shows:

The incidence of male victims of victim-precipitated
homicides is an astonishing 94 percent. A higher percentage of V-P homicides occur between spouses than is
found in non-V-P-murders. Eighty-five percent of V-P
murders between spouses involve a wife killing her
husband; whereas in non-V-P murders between spouses, 72
percent involve a husband killing his wife. Thus, in
V-P- homicides, husbands are much more likely to
provoke their wives by use of force and themselves end
up the fatality (Lunde, 1976:10).
"Particularly striking is the finding that almost 70
percent of the victims have been drinking just prior to
their death in V-P murders (versus 47 percent of the

v i c t i ms i n non - V-P mu r de r s ) " (Lunde , l 9 7 6 : l 0 ) •
Lunde continues to show that "Victim-precipitated
murder victims not only tend to be of lower socioeconomic
status than the victims of non-victim-precipitated, but
also,

interestingly, tend to closely resemble the offenders

in non-V-P cases" (Lunde, 1976:10).

CAUSES

The probable causes for one
v i c t i m a r e ma n y .

~ecoming

a homicide

F o r i n s t an c e , mu r d e r i s o f t e n comm i t t e d

following a robbery or a rape to keep the attacker from
being identified.

Hentig states, "Younger females

sometimes become the victims of murder after suffering
sexual assaults, after an altercation,
i n c l u d i n g an a r g ume n t " ( Hen t i g ,

robbery, or

l 948 : 3 7 ) •

The ch o i c e o f
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wrong companions, according to Avison, Wolfgang and
Palmer, is an additional explanation for homicides.

An

individual's would-be companion can turn out to be his
attacker.

Or alternatively, a victim's companion may be in

danger because when the victim dies his companion is also
killed so the murderer can remain anonymous.

(This

is

referred to as a problem-solving homicide.) (Avison, 1974:
57).
Another type of homicide is referred to as
"stranger-murders, often cal led felony murders, because the
victims are usually killed during or after a felonious
crime such as

robbery, burglary, rape, or assault"

(Barkas, 1978:63).

In some cases, "The victim is the crime

partner, killed by a nervous or inept robber in the confusion of a shoot out" (Lunde, 1976:5).

Sl.M\iARY OF THE REVIEW
The overall picture presented in the literature
depicts the various characteristics and circumstances of
homicide victims.

It portrays males not only as the more

frequent homicide victims, but as outnumbering females in
the role of perpetrator.

Numerous investigators such as

Lunde (1976), Wolfgang (1958) and Hentig (1948) had one
common finding,

that alcohol was a leading contributor to

this senseless act.

In addition, previous surveys

indicate that the evenings, week-ends, holidays and the
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warm season stand out as the time most homicides are
committed MacDonald (1961), Lunde (1976).
Further, social or economic status does not
serve as a deterrent in the choice of homicide victims.
Being in the upper class can not offer a person security
from becoming a homicide victim.

Hans von Hentig (1948)

specified that although the poorer classes of society are
mos t l i k e l y to be v i ct i mi z·e d in th i s manner , the upper
class in today's society also has a significant

repre-

sentation.
Homicides have a greater likelihood of taking place
in certain locations.

For instance, the "ghetto" is

categorized as the "breeding ground."

Furthermore, being

in bars, saloons, deserted alley-ways, streets,
rooming houses and,

some

less often, even private homes makes

one very vulnerable, according to some of the findings.
Some of these situations are more vulnerable than others,
as becoming involved in drinking scenes or frequenting
unsafe streets.
The gun that many individuals (be it perpetrators or
v'ictims) today carry for security is likely to become their
deadliest enemy.

In the event of a robbery,

rape or

assault of any type in which a murder may result,
is

1 i k e l y t o be u s e d •

the gun

As we 1o o k a t t h e s t a t i s t i c s o f

de a t h - i n f 1 i c t i n g weapon s , g u n s l ea d t he way , t hen t he kn i f e
(being stabbed or cut),

then clubs and other devices which
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include the extension of the human body, coupled with ropes
or cords (Lunde 1976).
These dangerous devices are accessible because they
are in many homes.

The devices are employed in the

killing of husbands, wives, children, other family members,
friends and others.

As shown by Wolfgang (1958) and Lunde

(1976), a great number of homicide victims were killed by
someone with whom he was familiar and in the victim's home,
primarily in the bedroom.

A surprising aspect noted in the

literature was the high percentage of individuals who
became victims at the hands of a family member.

CHAPTER III
METHOIX)LOGY

GATHERING OF DATA
This chapter deals with the steps taken in
obtaining the data needed to do this study.

Riverside

County was chosen as the study site because of its
close proximity to Loma Linda University.

The Riverside

County Coroner, James Bird, Jr., and his Chief Deputy,
Mr. William Dykes, had given Dr. Vern Andress and the
author permission to use their records to gather the data
for this study.

Other reasons for this choice include the

following:
First, the geographic location of the county is
such that it represents nearly a perfect cross-section
of the southern part of California, lacking only a
coastal region. Second, the county population is
widely distributed across a variety of settings. The
county has a medium sized metropolitan area in the
county seat; several small cities built around economic
bases of agriculture, industry, military resort and
retirement incomes and life-styles; two universities;
several Indian reservations •.•. (Andress, 1976:3, 4).
Riverside County also contains 7,310 square miles
of deserts, valleys, mountains and canyons.

The county

extends from the Arizona border on the east to the border
of Orange County on the west.

To the south of Riverside
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County are San Diego County and Imperial County.

"In land

area, Riverside County is almost as large as New Jersey.
It stretches 184 miles across Southern California, from the
Colorado River within 10 miles of the Pacific Ocean at one
point (Census Bureau, 1980).
To record the data on the homicide victims filed
in Riverside County by the county Coroner's office between
January, 1975, and December, 1979, a special data sheet was
prepared.

(An example of the data sheet can be seen in

Appendix A).

Events surrounding each victims death,

coupled with the demographic characteristics, were filed
in the coroner's reports.
individual sheet.

Each case was recorded on an

The contents of the data sheet were

as fol I ows:
(1) The face sheet, which contained the demographic
characteristics on the victims of homicide.
(2) The medical autopsy reports.
(3) The type of weapon used.
(4) Drugs or alcohol found through toxicological
analysis.
For the gathering of data to be possible, the master
log sheet with the pertinent

informati~n

regarding the

deaths of the homicide victims was obtained from the office
of the chief coroner (see Appendix B).
reports all had file numbers.

The coroners'

They were photocopied
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and, using the file numbers, the sheets (a replica of the
coroner's investigation report sheet can be seen in Appendix C) filed by the coroner were easily retrieved for
recording.
Included in the coroner's reports are such information as (a) field notes which were transcribed (describing
the residences, or surrounding areas, position of the body,
identifying marks and the weather conditions,
logical reports, (c) autopsy findings,

(b) toxico-

(d) name of the

medical examiner, (e) whether the victim was buried or
cremated, (f) where and how the homicide victim was found,
(g) victim's driver's license,
available for all),

(h) death certificate (not

(i) personal property (money, handbags,

credit cards, and articles of clothing which are later
given to next of kin).

(The law requires that personal

items, except medication, be returned to the next of kin
upon request after the holding period of thirty days.
Therefore a record of the personel property is kept.)

DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE
The selection of the most recent five-year period
(1975-1979) was an arbitrary decision made at the time of
the data gathering.
The homicide victims during the five-year period
numbered 295.

It was comprised of 231 males and 63
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females.

Broken down further,

there were 228 Caucasians,

38 Blacks, 24 Mexicans, 4 American Indians, l Oriental, and
one badly decomposed unrecognizable body.
Some of the subjects did not live in Riverside
County.

However, because of the location of the bodies

they became subjects for this study.

DISCUSSION OF INSTRLMENTS: RECORDING PROCEDURE
When the Coroner's office is notified of a homicide,
a coroner's investigator is then assigned to investigate
the facts surrounding the event.

Following this investi-

gation, he or she then dictates a report, which is later
taped and then transcribed and filed.

Appendices E and F

show the coroner's data sheet which is used for recording,
depicting the available information.

Some of the recorded

details are extensive, while others are rather limited.
The mimeographed sheets which contained the names,
dates, method, and file numbers of the homicide victims
are filed in the office of the chief deputy coroner.

He

reviews all the reports after they are completed, and
later files them in metal cabinets in the coroner's
off ice.

On the data sheets only the dates on which the

victims were killed or found are mentioned.

So in order

to seek out the correct day of the week to coincide with
the date of occurrences of death the perpetual calendar was
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used.

(It served to generate the day of week for any date

between 1700 A.D. and 2108 A.D.).

A Zip Code map was used

to give the general location of each homicide victim's body
as well as his or her place of residence, although there
may have been only street names.

(See map A for the

victim's body location, and map B for their residence in
Riverside and its neighboring counties.)

METHOD OF TABULATING THE DATA
The raw demographic data and other collected data
from the Coroner's log sheet are presented in this study
for descriptive and comparative purposes.
a total of 29 variables.

They yielded

All the original information was

coded not only to comply with the Anti-Secrecy Act but also
to store the information in the computer.

The variables

were examined individually, and then cross-tabulated.

CHAPTER IV

VICTIM'S RESIDENCE AND PODY LOCATION

The 295 homicide victims were all found in Riverside County.

They were not all residents of Riverside

County, for some of them had lived in Los Angeles and other
parts of California, as well as in other states.

The zip

codes in Tables 1 and 2 show the number of homicide victims
that were residents of Riverside County, and also those
that were found in the neighboring regions of Riverside
County.

Also included in the zip code tables are the

counties where many of the deceased had lived (see table
2)•

Zip codes 92501-09 are known as the downtown area
of Riverside City.

This area covers Orange, 7th Street,

University Street, Magnolia, the Canyon Crest area,
Arlington Ave, Main, La Sierra, Rubidoux and others.

These

zip codes comprise the business areas of Riverside County.
Within one zip code district, 92501,
town area (business district),
victims were found.

in this down-

the bodies of 61 homicide

Whether they all died within zip code

a r ea 9 2 5 0 1 or we r e p l aced the r e 1ate r i s unknown ; the
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Table 1. The Zip Code Areas of Victims' Bodies Found
In Riverside County (1975-1979)
Riverside
County

Zip Codes

Homicide
Victims

Riverside City
92501-92509
(Downtown/Main)
( 92501 )
(Arlington)
(92503)
(Casa Blanca)
(92504)
(Arlanza Village & La Sierra)
(92505)
(Highgrove)
(92507)
(Pedley & Rubidoux)
(92509)
(Edgemont & March AFB)
(92508)
Indio
92201
Palm Springs
92262
Banning
92220
Blythe
92225
Corona
91720
Hemet
92343
Perris
92370
Alberhill (Elsinore)
92330
Mira Loma
91752
Mecca & North Shore
92254
Sunnymead
92388
Indian Wells & Palm Desert
92260
Norco
91760
Cathedral City
92234
Coache 11 a
92236
La Quinta
92253
Thermal
92274
Beaumont
92223
Moreno
92360
San Jacinto
92383
Thousand Palms
92276
Cabazon
92230
Calimesa
92320
Desert Hot Springs
92240
Idyllwild
92349
92353
Lake View
92266
Palo Verde
92380-92381
Sun City
92282
White Water
92272
Ripley
92302
Aguanga

118
( 61 )

Total

292*

*Note: There were 3 unlisted addresses.

(11)
(12)
( 8)
(14)
( 6)
( 6)

26
18
16
13
11

10
10
9
9
6

5
5
6

3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
l
1
1
l
l
1
l
l
l
l
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Coroners' report includes only the specific location where
the victims' bodies were found.

MAPS
Figures 1 and 2 show the zip code maps.
shows the fifty-eight counties of California).

(Figure 3
Figure 1

covers Riverside City and County, showing the specific zip
code locations and the number of homicide victim bodies
that were found in the vicinity of those zip codes.
2 shows the residences by zip codes of the victims.

Figure
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Tab l e 2 . ·Re s i den c e of Hom i c i de Vi c t i ms P r i o r to De a t h
(1975-1979)
Counties

Areas

Riverside
(219 Victims)
(Riverside City)

Zip Codes

92501-92509,520
92501
II
92504
II
92503
II
92509
II
92507
II
92506
II
92505
II
92508
II
92520
Indio
92201
Palm Springs
92262
Corona
91720
Perris
92370
Mira Lorna
91752
Elsinore
92330
Banning
92220
Blythe
92225
Beaumont
92223
Herne t
92343
Sunnymead
92388
Coache 11 a
92236
Palm Desert
92260
Norco
91760
Desert Hot Springs 92240
Cathedral City
92234
Palm Springs
92264
Ripley
92272
Thermal
92274
Quail Valley
92380
Cabazon
92230
Mecca (North Shore) 92254
Gi Iman Hot Springs 92340
Idyllwild
92349
Moreno
92360
Sun City
92381
Temecula
92390
II

Number of
Victims

90
( 20)
(18)
( 13)
(13)
(11)
( 7)
( 6)
( 1)
( 1)
17
13
10
9
8

8
7
7
6
6
5
4
4
3
3
2

2
2
2
2

1
l

l
1
1
1
1
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Table 2 contd. Residence of Homicide Victims Prior to Death
(1975-1979)

Counties

Areas

Zip Codes

Number of
Victims

Los Angeles
(19)

Norwalk
Los Angeles
Elsegundo
Burbank
Beverly Hills
Alhambra
Calabasas
Arleta
Azusa
Covina

90650
90059
90245
90507
90210
90801
91302
91331
91702
91722
91724
91740
91765
91767
91780
91789
91791
93304

2
l
l
l
l

1
1
l
1
1
l

Garden Grove

92672
92680
92708
92801
92805
92806
92640

Redlands
Ontario

92373
91761

5
3

fl

Glendora
Diamond Bar
Pomona
Temple City
Walnut
West Covina
Inglewood

1
1
1
l
l
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1

Orange County
( 7)

San Clemente
Tustin
Santa Ana
Anaheim
II
II

1

San Bernardino
( 15)
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Table 2 contd. Residence of Homicide Victims Prior to Death
(1975-1979)
Zip Codes

Number of
Victims

Bloomington
Co 1 ton
Ontario
Highland
Running Springs
Mus coy

92316
92324
91764
92346
92382
92405

2
1
1
1
1
1

Casitas Springs
E 1 Rio
Huntington Beach
Glen Avon

93001
93030
94541
95443

1
1
1
1

97259
99204
72211
72276
76067
77431
80530
85268
89121

1
1
1
1

Areas

Counties

Ventura
( 4)

Outside of Southern
California
( 9)
Hawaii
Oregon
Washington State
Arkansas
Texas
If

Colorado
Arizona
Nevada (Las Vegas)
Total

1

1
1
1
1

273*

*Note: There were 22 cases with unlisted addresses.
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Figure 2! Residence of Homicide Victims
in Riverside County by Zip Codes.
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The residences of the homicide victims were within
five of California's fifty-eight counties.

Yet,

the

majority of the victims resided in Riverside County.

The

findings seem to indicate that most homicide victims are
murdered within the vicinity of their homes.

VICTIMS' PLACE OF BIRTH
It is a matter of common knowledge that not all of
those who die in any particular state or city had been
born there. · As shown in Table 4, not all of the homicide
victims in this study were born in Riverside County, or,
for that matter,

in Southern California.

The table shows

the states in which they were born.
According to the coroner's reports, over the fiveyear period the out-of-state victims comprised more than
half of the total.
Although the information about the victims' native
states is less significant in a highly mobile society,
such as America, one can infer that many victims experienced less stability in terms of their residential settlement.
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Table 3. Native State of Homicide Victims Found
in Riverside County (1975-1979)
State

Number of
Victims

City/State

Number of
Victims

California

99

Pennsylvania

3

Texas

27

North Dakota

3

Illinois

10

Alabama

1

New York

8

Alaska

1

Ohio

8

Arizona

l

Kansas

8

Colorado

1

Arkansas

7

Massachusetts

1

Iowa

6

Minnesota

1

New Jersey

6

Nebraska

1

Oklahoma

6

Nevada

1

Michigan

5

Washington D.C.

1

Mississippi

4

Washington State

1

Tennessee

4

Kentucky

1

Utah

4

Idaho

1

Georgia

3

Florida

1

New Mexico

3

Wyoming

1

Total

228*

*Note: The coroner's office had information on the victims'
native state only in 228 cases.
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Figure 3. Homicide Victims Who Were California Residents
Prior to their death.
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CHAPTER V

CIRCLMSTANCES RELATED TO Ha.AICIDES

This chapter will focus upon the various aspects of
the circumstances under which the victims' bodies were
found.

These are time, day of week, place of death,

primary means used to kill, secondary means used to kill,
and the amount of drugs found in the body of the homicide
victims.
Here

primary

and secondary means of death were used

as categories for a clear understanding of how the victims
died.

Although the victims may have been shot in some

cases they did not die from that but from strangulation, or
some other cause.

TIME OF DEATH
There is a relationship between the incidence of
homicide and the time of death.

However, the information

about the time of death was not available on 88 cases of
the 295 listed homicide victims, fewer than one-third.
Time information about 156 of the cases lack both accuracy
and specificity.

Because of this,
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the twenty-four-hour day
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was divided into four categories: from 6 a.m.

to 12 noon,

f r om 1 2 : O1 t o 6 p • m. , f r om 6 : 0 1 to 1 2 p • m. , or 1 2 : 0 1 t o
6

a.m.
The 6 p.m. to 12 midnight period stood out as the

time when many (62 or 39.7 percent) of the victims died.
Forty-one (26.3 percent) died during the 12 midnight to
6 a.m. period.

The same number, 41 (26.3 percent) died

between 12:01 to 6 p.m.

The time of death least repre-

sented in the data was 6 a.m. to 12 noon (12 or 7.7 percent).

The aforementioned represent the general times

given on 156 homicides.

Overall, there are 207 homicide

victims with both specific and general times given for
their death.
The data shows the p.m. segment of time to have
the highest number of homicide victims (103 out of 156).
Secondly, there were 88 (29.8 percent) with unknown times

Table 4. Time of Death of Homicide Victims of
Riverside County 1975-1979
Time of Death
6 a.m. - 12 noon

6:01

-

12: 01

-

12:01

Total

6 p .m.
12 midnight
6 a.m.

Number

Percent

12

7.7

41

26.3

62

39.7

41

26.3

156

100.0
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of death.

This finding,

that the most common time of

occurrence in Riverside County is the late-night, early
morning hours, agrees with the observations of researchers
like MacDonald (1961) and Lunde (1976) regarding the
patterns elsewhere in the nation.

PLACE OF DEATH
There were many different locations where the
victims' bodies were found.

As shown in Table 5, the

most common place of death was the hospitals.

There were

104 (35.3%) of the homicide victims accounted for in
various Riverside County hospitals.

This could be mis-

leading, for it would seem as though the hospitals were
the most frequent place where homicide victims died.
reality,

In

they were seriously wounded elsewhere and were

taken to the hospital, where they eventually died.

For

some victims death came almost immediately, while others
lived for a short time after surgery.

Second to the

hospitals were private homes, where 71 (24.1%) were found.
The streets also seem to be a common site for homicides.
A total of 68 (23.1%) of the victims were discovered on the
streets of Riverside County communities.

The number of

incidences at the two locations, home and street, are not
significantly different.

The other locations,

i.e. canal,
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Table 5. Place of Death of Homicide Victims of
Riverside County 1975-1979
Number

Place of Death
Hospital

Percent

104

35.5

Home

71

24.1

Street

68

23.l

Unknown

27

9.2

Canal

5

1. 7

Campus (School)

3

1. 0

Outside of Home

3

1. 0

At Work

1

0.3

295

100.0

Total

campus, outside of home, and at work, accounted for only
12 of the homicide victims.

DAY OF THE WEEK
One prominent feature emphasized in many similar
studies is the day of the week on which individuals
become homicide victims.
Figure 4 shows the number of victims that died on
any given day within the seven-day weekly cycle.

The

highest percentages of the incidents took place within the
weekend period.

This finding shows an agreement with

other related findings such as MacDonald's (1961), stating
that the weekends have the highest number of homicide
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Figure 4. Homicide Victims by The Days of The Week
In Riverside County, 1975-1979
Number of
Cases
60

'

57
19.3%
!=)?

17.6%

50
Lt.Lt

42

42

40

14. 2%

30

14.9%

14.2%

?Q

?Q

9.8%

9.8%

20

10

Mon.

P<.02

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

x2=15.78 with 6 d.f.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.
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victims.

As noted, Saturday had the highest number of

victims (57 or 19.3 percent) overall.
with 52 (17.6 percent).
(14.2 percent).

Sunday was second,

Monday and Thursday tied with 42

Tuesday and Wednesday also tied for the

days with the least amount of victims, with 29 (9.8 percent) cases of the victims recorded.
The difference among the days of the week in terms
of crime incidence is statistically significant.

The

incidence of crime over the weekend is significantly higher
than it is on the other days of the week.
What may be suggested here is that weekend homicides
have some connection with the payment of salary and with
pleasure.

Wages are often collected on Fridays and a por-

tion of one's earnings may be used for pleasure-seeking
over the weekends.
Often criminals prey on people with money.

Further-

more, people are more vulnerable to violence either as
assailants or victims when they are excited.

These may

contribute to the higher incidence of homicides on weekends.

PRIMARY MEANS USED
The weapons used in the commission of these
homicides were broken down into two categories,
primary and the secondary weapons.

the

The Primary weapon is

so named because it is the only device known to have been
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used on a particular homicide victim.

The secondary

means is that used in conjunction with other methods.

For

instance, although an individual may have been shot, the
bullet may not have caused his death.

Death may have

resulted from other means such as a beating, strangulation
or something else.
The categorization of secondary means was implemented because the investigating coroners had listed in
some of their reports on two causes that led to the death,
indicating two weapons or reasons.

This was usually

corroborated by the medical examiners' findings.

In order

to eliminate any confusion on the cause of death the two
categories were employed.
Figure 5 shows the weapons used.

All guns that

were not labelled were combined and placed under the
heading "unspecified gun".

Because of the lack of a

documented category in terms of the weapons used, 9
(3.1 percent) of the victims with no listed cause of death
we r e l a be l l e d " o t he r " •
The number of homicide victims shot by gun was the
highest, 98 (33.2 percent).

The term "unspecified gun"

was used because many of the guns included in the data were
not classified.

Within the classified category the

"revolver" and "rifle" accounted for the deaths of 53
(18.0 percent), and 21 (7.1 percent).

Thus, a total of 184
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Figure .5. Primary Means Used in Homicide
In Riverside County, 1975-1979
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(62.0 percent) of the victims, almost two-thirds, were
killed by various types of gun.

Therefore,

it is under-

standable why so many anti-crime campaigns are closely
associated with gun-control campaigns.

A ban on guns is

often an integral part of the anti-crime movement.

Those

that were stabbed or cut were the second highest in number,
65

(22 percent).

by other means.

The other victims were killed primarily
For instance, strangulation was the least

used method, 12 (4.1 percent).

This study,

like other

related studies by Lunde, Barkas and Wolfgang, shows the
gun as the most-used weapon in acts of homicide.
A sample of chi-square was used to determine whether
guns were used more frequently in murders than other means.
To run the one-sample chi-square test, the first four
categories were grouped as one,

i.e. gun.

The chi-square

test clearly demonstrates that the use of all types
of gun is significantly higher than other means used to
murder the victims.

SECONDARY MEANS USED
The coroner's report showed in some cases there
were secondary causes of death.

Of the victims studied,

seven individuals had proof of more than one reason for
their death.

One individual was shot then he was badly
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beaten.

There were six other victims to whom secondary

means were applied by the assailants.

Two were in each of

the following categories: stabbed, strangled or beaten
which directly caused their death.

DRUG USE BY THE VICTIMS
Although the practice of serological testing may
var y fr om co u n t y to co u n t y , i t i s common pr a c t i c e to have
it done in order to tell if there are other chemicals
present with ethanol.

In some cases not only was ethanol

present, but also other drugs in some form were detected.
Through the toxicological analysis of the documented cases, the examiners found alcohol, morphine,
barbiturate, diazepam or methadone in 132 of the homicide
victims in varying degrees.

Alcohol was found in 122

victims' bodies with a very small amount of other drugs.
The body of one of the victims contained methadone and
diazepam (trade name valium).

Morphine was found in 4

victims, barbiturates in 3.

Overall, those with any

trace of drugs numbered 10.

The victims that were found

free of alcohol and drugs were 163 (55 percent).
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Table 6.

Alcohol/Drugs found in Homicide Victims

Content

Number

A le oho I

122

94.4

Morphine

4

.3

Barbiturate

3

2.3

Methadon

1

•8

Narcotics (General)

1

•8

Diazepam

1

•8

132

100.0

Total

Percent

CHAPTER VI

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE HO\liICIDE VICTIMS

This chapter deals with the major concern of this
study, i.e. the demographic characteristics of the Riverside County homicide victims over the stated five-year

period.

Such an approach is valuable not only for under-

standing the overall profile of the homicide victims, but
also for the protection of potential victims.

If similar

information about the assailants were known, much light
could be shed on the dynamics of assailant-victim relationship.

The variables that were looked into were age,

marital status, ethnicity and occupation.

AGE
The age distribution of the homicide victims was
between one and 84, with male homicide victims accounting
for the extremes.
find

tha~

Combining the data for both sexes, we

one-third (32.0 percent) of the homicide victims

were in the 20-29 age group.
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The second and third most vulnerable age groups
were those from 10-19 and 30-39.

People aged 10 through

39 comprised 71 percent of the total victims.

This seems

to suggest that many of the victims of deadly violent crime
are those in their active, youthful years.
The lower incidence of those older than 39 years is
rather noticeable.

It should be mentioned that 8 children

under the age of ten were victims.

Observing the relation-

ship between age and the probability of becoming homicide
victims, one can say after the age of ten, young people are
more vulnerable than older ones.

Table 7.
Age

The Age Distribution of Homicide Victims
In Riverside County, 1975-1979
Number

Percentage

l- 9

8

2.7

10-19

64

21. 7

20-29

97

32.9

30-39

48

16.3

40-49

25

8.5

50-59

18

6. l

60-69

20

6.8

70-84

15

5. 1

Total

295

100.0

P<.001

.x2 =177.54 with 7 d. f.
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SEX
Four times as many males as females became homicide
victims in Riverside County during the five-year period.
There were 231 (78.3 percent) male homicide victims and 63
(21.4 percent) female victims.

The findings show similar

with the findings of other studies.

MARITAL STATUS
In view of a significant number of the victims
being young,

it is not surprising that 121 (41.0 percent)

of the homicide victims were single.

What may be

speculated from this finding is that singles (never
married) are more likely to be victimized in this manner
than those of other categories of marital status.

Those

married accounted for 91 (32.9 percent), and those
divorced numbered 51 (17.3 percent).

There were 26 (8.8

percent) cases in which marital status was unknown.

ETHNICITY
Another area of concern is that of the representation of various ethnic groups in this deadly crime.
According to the 1980 Riverside census figures,
788,419 individuals.

there were

The ethnic break-down of the county

population is shown in table 8.

The first number in paren-

thesis is the number of victims of each ethnic group.

The
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second number shows the murder rate of each group by
dividing the number of victims in each category by the
ethnic population.

It is to show the proportion of victims

against each ethnic group in the county.

It reads thus:

Caucasians 545,547 (228 or 0.4 percent), Mexicans (Spanishs urn ame d ) , 12 4 , 4 9 6 ( 2 4 or . 0 2 per c en t ) , Blacks 3 0 , 8 5 7 ( 3 8
or .12 percent), Asians 9,208 (1 or .01 percent), Aleuts
and Indians combined were 7,202 (4 or .06 percent),
"others" numbered 71,109 (67 or .09 percent).
Although the chi-square result shows highly significant differences among the victims of the different ethnic
background, one should consider the proportion of each
ethnic population in the Riverside County.

For instance,

the large number of white victims may be attributable to
the fact that whites comprise the largest segment of the
county population.

The chart below shows the proportion

of the total number of victims that was included in each
ethnic category and compares it with the proportional
ethnic population.
represented.

Caucasians and Blacks are over
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Table 8.
Ethnic
Groups

Homicide Victims by Ethnicity in Riverside
County, 1975-1979
County
Population

Percent

Victims

Percent

Viet im Rate
Per 100,000

Caucasian

545,547

69.2

228

77.3

41.79

Mexican

124,496

15.8

24

8. l

19.28

30,857

3.9

38

12.9

123. 15

Asian
9' 208
Aleutsan/
Amer. Indian 7,202

1. 2

l

0.3

10.86

.9

4

1. 4

55.54

295

100.0

56. 12

Black

Other

71,109

9

Total

788,419

100.0

P<.001

x2=436.13 with 3 d.f.*

*Note: In the Chi-square test, Orientals and American
Indians were grouped together.
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OCCUPATION
Of the eleven occupational categories, the laborers,
students, craftsman and service workers were the most
victimized.

On the other hand, high-status occupations

such as engineers and doctors were least represented among
the homicide victims.

The data seem to suggest that people

of prestigious occupations are less likely to become
homicide victims than are their counterparts with low-

status occupations.

Such may be true for two reasons.

First, there are more laborers, students and service
workers than managers, engineers and doctors.

Therefore,

the probability of being targets of homicide is greater.
Secondly, those with low occupational status are more
vulnerable to this deadly.crime.

For example, the loca-

tion of their residence, their work-place, the type of
people they interact with,

in and out of their community,

and their life style are more likely to expose them to this
danger o us c r i me •

Thus , in many cases , the ch an c e of be -

coming a homicide victim is associated with circumstantial
factors.
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Table 9. Occupation of Homicide Victims Prior to
Their Death, 1975-1979
Occupation

Number

Percent

Laborer

55

18.6

Student

41

13.9

Craftsman

37

12.5

Service Worker

33

11. 2

Unk. Occupation

28

9.5

Clerical/Sales

23

7.8

Homemaker

19

6.4

Manager

16

5.4

Operator

14

4.7

Engineer

9

3. 1

Military

5

1. 7

Doctor

2

0.7

282

100.0

Total

CHAPTER VII
Sllvfv1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The overall findings of this study show that the
295 homicide cases in Riverside County are like those in
other areas of the United States in some respects and
different in others.
Homicide is one anti-social act that should not be
treated with indifference, but with immediate attention
and empathy.

However, not only should the victims be

given sympathy, and their families reparation, but the
survivors and the rest of society should be given adequate
legal protection.
From a demographic standpoint, there are some clearcut ways to get information about the circumstance that
surround senseless violent crimes.

One important factor

which is generally listed is the time of occurrence.

This

can have practical application as well as theoretical
interest.

It can be used as a guideline to beware and be

aware of the vulnerable parts of the day.

It can also be

a yardstick for measuring what may be called the safe
periods.
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The time was divided into four segments; 6 a.m.
till 12 noon, after 12 noon to 6 p.m., 6 p.m. to midnight, and midnight to 6 a.m.

The p.m. hours had more

homicide victims than the a.m. hours.

During the weekends

also a disproportionate number of individuals were homicide
victims.
Although a significant number of the 295 homicides
were committed on the streets or homes, many of the victims
were taken to hospitals where they died.

The gun was the

most common weapon used in this act, with the knife second.
Through toxicological tests a significant amount of
alcohol was found in many homicide victims.

The amount of

drugs taken by the victims of homicide was between 0.1% and
0.50%.

They were morphine, barbiturate, methadone, diaze-

pam and narcotics (general).

Included, too, was alcohol.

A number of homicide victims were under 21 years of age and
single.

Overall, Caucasians represented 77.3 percent of

the total, a somewhat larger percentage than is found in
the general population.

The largest single occupational

category of homicide victims was laborers, and students
were a close second.

But no specific occupation was

exempt; professionals like doctors and engineers had
succumbed to homicidal attacks.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study and the findings of other
studies pointed to several significant
one, in any place,

conclusions~

No

is absolutely safe, beyond the reach

of becoming a homicide victim; although some may be at
greater risk than others.

If a person lives in a poor

and crime-ridden area, his risk of violent death is greater
than that of people who reside in "safer" neighborhoods.
One factor of agreement between the empirical
literature and the findings of this study was the part
played by alcohol in many homicides.

Another area of

agreement is the large number of homicide victims who were
male and single.

RECOv1MENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
The findings of this study could be amplified by
further study in victimology.

One such area for further

research would be the relative occupational risk;

is the

number of individuals within certain occupations who have
become homicide victims in Riverside County proportionally
the same as those in similar occupations elsewhere in the
United States?
Also one could compare the homicide rates in
Riverside County's zip code areas with similar sized zip
code areas in other states.

This might show whether dis-
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tinctive demographic and ethnic factors were associated
with differences in homicide rates and hence point to
additional risk factors.
Another fruitful area of research might be the
reporting of deaths by various county coroners in other
parts of California and in other states.

Are there diff-

erences and similarities in their report forms; do they
have limitations in the data they ask for?
are generally limited

i~

If the reports

information, could any difference

be found in the reporting of natural deaths, as well as
suicides or homicides?

What patterns might there be in the

reporting?
A further area of study might be violence on university campuses.

How do the ethnic groups most at risk on

various campuses compare with one another and with the population at large?
watchers,

Also,

in the neighborhoods with crime

is there a decrease in the incidence of crime

since this safety method was implemented?
A final area of investigation could be the prevalence of homicides among Blacks.

Why are they overrepre-

sented by a ratio of 3 to 1?

PROBLEMS WITH INVESTIGATING CORONERS REPORTS
The obvious place for gathering information of this
nature is the coroner's investigating reports.

However,
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these sometimes have very limited utility.

In some

reports there are only names, dates of deaths, and
addresses that are filed.

Also, some of them were diffi-

cult to read because they were not typed.

This may not

reflect the present policy of the office;

it could have

been because of the time the study was done and also the
years chosen.
Coroners' reports are important not only to the
family members and relatives of the homicide victims,
but al so to researchers, and legal and social invest iga tors.

Included in all the reports should be the police

reports.

This would save time for many using the coroners'

files for studies of this kind, because all the relevant
information would be in one place.

The coroners' reports

would be much improved if they would include a homicide
victim's religious preference, and the number of his or her
children and siblings.
In noting the importance of these reports,

individ-

uals who will use the reports should have their fact
gathering sheets so outlined that should they decide to
pursue their study further at a later date all they will
have to do is update the already recorded data.

Coroners

and their reports play an important part in the public
knowledge of circumstances leading to every death, so
their reports should reflect that importance.
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The Data Sheet Prepared for This Study
(By Dr. Vern Andress used in his study on Suicide
in Riverside County, between 1975 and 1979)
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tieft ~ &tee!9i. e ~ fft9" ftel ee re~ttire&. ; .• '.. .. :- . ·. .. _. :: -la pe"99ft ~ ee released ee - ep fteti eWft reeegnil!Mtee ift -~
· ...eettff!! ~retie&.: · ' " • ·-· ·.·--·.· · · -~ ~ ••·,~ . .,__
·· • ·· • •. · :
. · SEC. 3. Section 28 .is added .to"Artide ·1 ·0r the-Constitution. to
· · ·read: · :. ·.. . .
· -- ·. ...
.·
· · . · · · :·.. ·
; SEC. £8. (11) Tbe People of tbe State of Qlilomi11 find and d~ .
cJare that the en•ctment ofcomprehensive provisions and Jaws ensur-ing 11 biU al rights for victims of crime, including safeguards_in the .
criminal justice system to fuUy prott!Ct those rights. u 11 matter of
. grave statewide conccm. · •
· . . ,: .
·
Tbe rights of VJ'cbms penade the crim.inszl justlce system, encompassing not only the right to restitubim from the wrongdoen for
linandal Iossa suHert!d as 11 result ofcriminal acts, but also the more
. basic czPecl:lban that persons who commit feloruous acts causing
injury to innocent victims will be appropnately detained in custody.
tried by the courts, md sulficiendy punished so that the public safety
is prot~ted and encouraged as a goal of lugbest importance.
. Such public safety extends to public primary, elemeil~ junior
high, and senior high school campUSl'1S, where students and staffhave
the right to be s:Ue and S«ure in their penoru.. _· , ·; · .
·
· To sCCYJmplish these goak, broad refonns in the 'prixeclum/ treat·
.ment ofaccused persons and the disposition and sentencing of convicted persons are necess:uy md proper as deterrents to crimin..J •
belum·or and to stm'ous disruption of ~pit:- Uves.
· · (b) Restitution. It is the uneqw·i'OCal intenb·on of the People of
!he St11te of California that all persons who suffer losses :u a result of
.,· crimin3.l acb'vily shall have the ngbt to restitution from the persons .
convicted of the crimes for losses they suJTer.
· .·
· · ·.
Resb"tution sh:Ul be ordered from I.he conYl'ctt!d persons in e1~ry
case, regardless of the sentence or disposition im~ in which a
· cnme victim suffer.r •loss, unless compeJling md e.rtnordinary rea. · sons exist to the contrary. The ugi"slature shH.11 adopt provisions to
· · · implement this section during the calendar ye11r following adoption
of this section.. ··..· . · ·· - ·
·
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